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congestion and successful cities
Do you really want to live in a city
without congestion?
At face value it seems a silly question. We spend
a lot of time complaining about congestion
and its effects. Transport professionals spend
a considerable amount of time and effort
considering how to minimise congestion.
Congestion is a brake on amenity and liveability
and it is something to be dealt with, fixed.
There is a case, however, to suggest that
congestion may signify for something else.
In the right context congestion can also mean
success, and opportunity and desirability. Busy
cities are busy for a reason. People want to
live there, business wants to be based there,
and investment follows, which creates growth in
activity and commerce.

Above: Shibuya, Tokyo

of infrastructure identified managing urban
congestion as key to the success of urban
areas. Many of the reforms in IA’s recently
released 15 year plan deal specifically with
the funding, technologies, and types of urban
development required to combat the effects of
congestion.

In the end, it could be argued that congestion’s
Potentially, congestion itself is part of the
most important role is that it tells us we need to
attraction. Congested cities are bustling, noisy
act. It provides the impetus and opportunity to
and chaotic and frustrating to live in. However,
make cities better
at some level you understand
Congestion is a challenge that all
that congestion is a by(Congestion)... It’s
cities face. It drives the debate
product of the ‘buzz’ of
the
big
city
complaint
on infrastructure, living spaces,
the city, and that you are
experiencing what a bustling,
that tells people they transport-mode choice and
critically on the role of private and
vibrant city feels like.
live in a ‘Big’ city.
public investment in our future.
It is why locals in London, or Shanghai or New
In this edition of transportmatters we look
York, complain about and laud their cities
at some of the issues and trends around
in the same breath. They tell horror stories
congestion, principally around the commute.
about crowded subways or the length of their
We look at autonomous cars, the role of FBT
commute, but then tell you that they couldn’t
and travel cost on mode choice and why the
live anywhere else. It’s the big city complaint
average commute seems to be about half an
that tells people they live in a ‘Big” city.
hour.
But at some point something needs to be done.
The specialist GTA team.
Infrastructure Australia’s (IA) recent audit
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message from the MD
I have recently
reflected on how
disruptive technologies
appear to be arriving
at an increasing
frequency, and are
being adopted into
our mainstream lives
more quickly. It seems that a virtuous circle is
gaining momentum – where the rapidly arriving
technology now available today, is enabling
tomorrow’s technology to be developed and
adapted more easily and at greater pace.
In particular, what seemed like fanciful or
perhaps even niche or irrelevant ideas and
concepts are becoming reality. The invention
of World Wide Web in 1989 by Tim Berners-Lee
is a perfect example of an advance that was
understood by few at the time, but would soon
change the way we do just about everything.
The nostalgic focus on the Back to Future
movies in recent months also reminds us
that ideas and technologies can arise
from anywhere. It’s possible that cinematic
creations, such as hoverboards, household
waste energy reactors, electronic clothing and
so on, can end up, hopefully, seeing the light
of day in one form or another.
We certainly don’t have flying cars crossing
on skyways, with little in the way of roads, and
apparently no congestion – yet…
The increasing level of community
acceptance, and the speed of development
of Autonomous Vehicles provides an
example where when once ideas take

shape and technologies permit, the future
can arrive quickly. In recent news, the
US Federal Government has recognised
Google’s driverless car as a legal driver. This
acknowledgement flags that this technology,
whilst still some years ahead, is accelerating
even faster than previously forecasted. This
issue of transportmatters explores the planning
implications of this technology.
We welcome the release of Infrastructure
Australia’s wide-ranging Australian
Infrastructure Plan. Amongst the many
elements highlighted by the plan is the
imperative for Australia to apply innovative
technologies to optimise our transport networks
and to generate, collect and use data to drive
greater productivity in infrastructure service
delivery.
The plan also highlights that Australia’s
population is projected to increase by 8.2
million people, with the vast proportion of this
growth to occur in our cities.
These sort of increases will have inevitable
impacts on the ability of a city’s infrastructure
to cope and be productive and liveable.
Infrastructure Australia has forecast the cost of
congestion in Australia to more than triple from
$13.7billion at 2011 to $53 billion in 2031.
This edition of transportmatters explores some
of issues affecting congestion management
into the future. There are many opportunities
to manage and mitigate congestion, but sadly
no cinematic solution.
Best Regards
Michael Durkin
Managing Director
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AUTONOMOUS
VEHICLES
Autonomous vehicles, automated vehicles,
driverless cars… there are plenty of names for
these vehicles and more arrive every day.
Everyone is in on it. The Goggle car is well and truly
operational, Apple are scrambling to produce their
driverless car, (iCAR?) and nearly all car manufacturers are
building in a level of automation way beyond what is seen
currently.
Governments are also doing their bit. In November, the SA
government commenced an Australian-first automated
vehicle trial. In the UK a driverless “pod”, the delightfully
named LUTZ pathfinder, is being trialled in Milton Keynes.
Nevada authorised the use of driverless cars in 2011. Trials
are happening all over Europe. There is definitely movement
at the station.
The US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) has set out possible levels of automation (see right).
New cars in Australia already require Level 1 Automation
and a couple of cars are at Level 2. While there are
significant hurdles to overcome to get Level 4 vehicles on
our roads, they are already being trialled in real traffic here
and overseas.

Levels of Automation
Level 0

No Autonomy

Level 1

Function Specific
Automation

Individual controls
are automated such
as elctronic stability
control or ABS
braking

Level 2

At least two
controls can be
automated in unison,
such as adaptive
cruise control in
combination with
lane keeping

Combined Function
Automation

Level 3

Limited Self-driving
Automation

Level 4

Full Self-driving
Automation

Google Self-Driving Car
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LUTZ Pathfinder

The driver controls
the vehicle at all
times

The driver can fully
cede control of
all safety-critical
functions. Designed
so the driver is
not expected to
constantly monitor the
roadway while driving

Designed to perform
all safety-critical
functions and
monitor roadway
conditions for an
entire trip

Operationally there are some significant
outcomes have been identified;
■■ Increased safety as ‘swarm’ technology
ensures safe distance between cars and
decreases the likelihood of collisions to
near zero;
■■ Increased speed which should facilitate a
quicker, smoother commute; and
■■ Better Integration with new Intelligent traffic
systems which will schedule and route
vehicles optimally.
Autonomous vehicles have the potential to
change our relationship to the car. Drivers will
become passengers. Empty cars could drive
themselves to the next ‘passenger’ ensuring
excess capacity is utilised. Sole ownership of cars
may become less important as a more dynamic,
“on-demand” leasing model of car ownership
becomes more prevalent.

Planning Impacts
For planners there are a host of potential
impacts and questions to consider.
The capacity of existing infrastructure. Given speed
and safety improvements capacity should increase
substantially, extending the life of old roads. How will
this affect infrastructure planning horizons?

New types of roads; Will we need to consider
new type of roads? Will we need separation
between old and new cars? What kind of traffic
signalling, and communication networks will we
need to control and guide the cars?
Parking; If ownership models change to an ‘ondemand’ model, do we still need car parks at
many destinations, or can existing or proposed
car parks be more used for other purposes? Will
residential developments need car-parks at all?
Or on-street parking?
Freight; Will trucks be allowed to run 24/7 with
no need for driver rests? If freight vehicles are
deemed to be safer will they become larger thus
reducing the overall numbers on the road?
Regulatory environment: If cars drive themselves,
how will that affect the regulatory environment?
What laws will we need to put in place to ensure
we can exploit the new technology?
There is a lot to think about. This piece isn’t
intended to provide any answers to the
questions, and there will be questions we
haven’t contemplated yet. The important thing
is to start thinking of how these important pieces
of technology will impact our lives and unearth
and answer the questions we should be asking.

A closer look at Google’s self-driving car
sensors

lasers, radars and cameras detect
objects in all directions
work in conjunction with GPS
to determine location

windscreen

flexible windscreen designed to
absorb energy from an impact
with a person’s body

engine

powered by electric batteries
with a 160km range
speed limited to 40km/h

shape

rounded shell to give the sensors the
best view of the surroundings

interior

2 passenger seats with seatbelts
to meet current safety regulations
no steering wheel or pedals
a start button and an emergency
stop button

front

cute looks and a friendly “face”,
intentionally designed to put road
users at ease with the new
technology
bumper made of foam-like material
to protect pedestrians

source: Google Self-Driving Car Project
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FBT and public transport
It could be time to revisit the impact of the FBT
regime on mode choice.
In Australia it is possible to ‘salary package’ a
car, so that costs come out of pre-tax dollars. This
opportunity is not afforded to PT users.
Ernst and Young evaluated the impact of FBT
on commuting costs in the paper, “NSW Ministry
of Transport: Tax Incentives for Public Transport
Users”

Impacts of FBT to the Individual Commuter
To give an idea of the potential impact of FBT on
mode choice and his take home salary, Ernst and
Young looked at John, a city worker on $50K p.a.
The two key variables examined were whether
John salary packaged or privately owned a car,
and whether he drove to work or caught PT. The
results are as follows:

Salary
Packaged
Car

drives
to work

$28,637

$26,372

$26,842

$25,622

take home cash

PT to work

Private
Car

take home cash

take home cash

take home cash

Outcomes
■■ Where John owns a car he is $750 worse off
catching PT;
■■ If he salary packages a car he is $1,795
worse off catching PT ;
■■ Whether he drives to work or not he is better
off salary packaging, and
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■■ Salary packaging and driving to work
leaves him over $3000 better off than
owning a private car and catching PT.
The situation is exacerbated at higher income
bands.
The report went on to discuss options for
redressing the FBT bias. They compared:
■■ a tax deduction for PT
■■ a FBT exemption for employer funded PT;
and
■■ a tax rebate.
The report found that the FBT exemption stacks
up the best as it gives employers an opportunity
to influence behaviour as well emphasising the
benefit of PT.

Would FBT for PT Increase PT use?
Experience elsewhere suggest yes! In the US, a
‘FBT for PT’ scheme saw a 25% increase in PT
usage; with 1 in 4 of those participating new to PT.
In Ireland where companies offered salary
packaging of PT costs, they realised a 10-15%
uptake in use.
In Canada, ridership increased by 2.9% CAGR
in the five years post the introduction a Public
Transit tax credit, compared 1.9% in the 5 years
before.
Given concerns surrounding congestion and
the environment, and the demise of the local
car manufacturing industry, perhaps it is time to
revisit the FBT policy. If nothing else it increases
access to the benefits of salary packaging for all
commuters irrespective of mode choice.

marchetti’s constant
Italian physicist Cesare Marchetti posited that
for the most part, people’s commute is about
half an hour each way.
Marchetti claimed we have a ‘time budget’ of
about an hour a day for our commute, and we
will adjust behaviour accordingly to satisfy that
budget.
So, if the speed of the commute improves
people will consider moving further out. The
more congested it becomes the more likely they
are to move closer to town, or even, move to a
closer job.

Does it Fly?
In Australia the answer could well be yes.
The IBM “Commuter Pain Survey” (2011) came
up with the following values;
Major City - Average One-Way Commute / Average Speed

Sydney
Melbourne
Brisbane
Adelaide
Perth

time (min)

35
32
29
29
27

speed (km/h) distance (km)

34
34
39
37
47

19.83
18.13
18.85
17.88
21.15

In America their latest Census gives a mean
morning commute of about 25mins. For an
excellent interactive map showing commute
times by US city go to: http://project.wnyc.org/
commute-times-us/embed.html
In England the National Travel Survey shows an
average one-way commute time of 29 minutes
– again pretty consistent.
So while there are clearly cities with much
longer commutes than these average times
times do average out at country level.

Shanghai
Sao Paulo
Rio de Janeiro
London
Stockholm
New York
Tokyo
Sydney
Paris
Madrid
Toronto
Berlin
Montreal
Chicago
Vancouver
Boston
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Seattle
Milan
Barcelona
10
minutes

20
minutes

30
minutes

40
minutes

Table adapted from Periera and Schwanen (2013)

50
minutes

Rest of the World
Looking world-wide, we can see similar
patterns. The graph (above), shows average
one way commutes across various cities,
and indicates there may be some substance
behind the 30 minute commute. The outliers
suggest that in some towns with rapid urban
growth, commuters are left with little choice
other than longer commutes. Presumably,
infrastructure has not yet caught up.

So What Does It All Mean?
That maybe there is a time budget.
In a paper titled “Why are urban travel times
so stable?” Alex Anas of SUNY Buffalo found
that commuters actively switched behaviours
to keep a constant commute. He found that
they either switched mode, moved closer to
work or changed jobs to keep to their commute
constant.
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vs
getting to work - the cost to commute
Given that 71% of Australians commute by car, for those
where there is a choice of Public Transport (PT) or driving, it
would seem that it is not on the basis of cost
In a paper called “Commuter Costs and potential savings;
Public transport vs Car commuting in Australia”, Dr Jian
Wang compared the annual costs of car commuting vs PT.
Variable operating costs and fixed ownership costs
were calculated using a range of cars. These costs
were compared to the cost of using Public Transport,
over different distances (5km and 25km) for all the State
capitals. The study used the following weekly scenarios;
■■ Own and commute to work by car;
■■ Own a car but commute by public transport; and
■■ Do not own a car or choose not to buy a second car
and commute by PT.

Getting to Work Mode Share
74.4% of Australians commute by car
Tasmania has the highest rate at 84.7%
New South Wales has the lowest rate at 72.2

TAS
8.3% of people in NT get to work on foot,
this exceeds the national average by
almost 5%. WA has the lowest rate at 2.1%.

NT
ACT has the highest level of cycling commuters
at 2.8% closely followed by NT at 2.2%. In
Canberra, 2 in 5 cyclists are female while in
Brisbane only 2 in 10 are female.

ACT

The results clearly fell in favour of PT as the most cost
effective commute.
By car, the average cost of a 5km commute was $7,432,
and of a $25km commute was $14,639 giving an average
cost of $11,031 across all distances.

7.3% of commuters in NT travel as a passenger
compared to only 2.4% in VIC with Females
far more likely to be passengers.

NT
Melbourne’s iconic trams carry 4 times as many
commuters as Sydney’s iconic ferries.

If commuters own a car but choose to use PT, the average
cost drops to $5541, a saving of $5490.
If the commuter does not own a car, or chooses not to buy
a second car, the commuting cost drops to an average of
$1607, a saving of $9,425.
Once the real cost of car ownership is used, there is money
to be made commuting on PT.
It is important to note that while the current FBT regime
may help defray ownership and car parking costs, in all
case PT was cheaper than the purely operational costs of
commuting.
8
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MEL
Although Brisbane has 2 million fewer
people than Melbourne, it has 1,725 more
motorcycle commuters than Melbourne.

BNE
Sydney has as many people who get the train to
work as the rest of the capital cities combined

SYD
source: McRindle.com.au

close
up

chris
de gruyter
Chris finished Civil Engineering at Monash in 2002. After swearing off Uni, he found himself
drifting back to Monash where he enrolled in a Master of Transport. In 2012 Chris started a PhD
with Geoff Rose and Graham Currie as his supervisors at Monash. Currently, Chris works as a
Research Fellow in the Transport Research group, with a focus on travel plans.
So why the focus on travel plans?
I first became interested in travel plans when
working at the Department of Transport in their
TravelSmart program. We were developing
travel plans for workplaces at the time and had
some great results. Later on I got involved with
preparing travel plans for new developments but
we didn’t really knew how effective they could
be as no one had evaluated them. This led to
me doing a PhD on the topic!
What are travel plans?
A travel plan sets out a package of transport
measures that aim to manage car use and
encourage more sustainable transport. They
are typically implemented at sites such as
workplaces and schools but have since been
required through the land use planning and
approvals process for new developments.
Examples of measures in a travel plan typically
include bicycle parking, car sharing facilities, free
public transport tickets, and customised travel
information.
Do they work?
That is the question! At existing sites, such as
workplaces and schools, the evidence suggest a
10-15% drop in car use.
In the case of new residential developments,
we found a 14% reduction in car use at sites
with travel plans. However, these were good

examples of where developers were committed
to implementing travel plans; unfortunately that’s
not always the case.
What are the best ways of ensuring they work?
I think the enthusiasm of the developer plays a
large part in the case of new developments.
At sites such as a workplace, the key is building
sufficient ownership and commitment within the
organisation to deliver the travel plan.
Other important factors include having the
right funding in place, ensuring the travel plan
measures are site specific, and limiting the
amount of car parking.
Do developers really understand the economic
benefits of integrated travel plans?
Many developers said they would have had
a travel plan in place even if it wasn’t a
condition of planning approval. They saw it
as a selling point for their development and a
way to contribute to social and environmental
outcomes. However, others saw less value in
the concept. It’s probably down to the type of
resident they are looking to attract.
What is the future for Travel Plans?
Travel plans aren’t an expensive thing to do,
and as long as we monitor their effectiveness
and keep developing them, I think they will
contribute to changing attitudes and behaviour
towards more sustainable travel.
transportmatters Vol 9 | Issue 1
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projects
Gold Coast Pilot Model

Stage 2 of the 2018 GC Commonwealth
Games pilot venue transport model for the
Broadbeach precinct has commenced for the
Department of Transport and Main Roads.
Using the Legion for Aimsun software, the
model integrates the Games Family and
general traffic demands with spectator
pedestrian movements to and from buses, light
rail and the venue pedestrian screening areas.
Contact the projects’ Technical Director,
David Hayward for further details.

The Perth office has been appointed by
LandCorp to assist with local structure plan for
Eglinton West, 50km north of Perth.

Eglington West Structure Plan

The Eglinton West project is well located on the
ocean side of Marmion Avenue and a future
Marina and Coastal node. The project comes
under the district structure plan to provide
residential allotments, a 4ha primary school site
and a neighbourhood shopping precinct.
To learn more, contact Tanya Moran.

Doncaster Hill DCP

Recently GTA won the Review of the
Doncaster Hill DCP Traffic Infrastructure
tender. GTA will work with Manningham City
Council to review the existing DCP (that
GTA also assisted in developing) and ensure
appropriate infrastructure is provided to
support the growing Doncaster Hill precinct.
The project contains modelling, design and
transport elements.
The project is commencing in February and for
further information please contact Peter Wills
or Reece Humphreys
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policy & planning
Consultation on the new
Planning Bill
The results of the Public
consultation on the new Planning
Bill 2015 introduced by the
Palaszczuk government have
been released.
Page 0

Key objectives of the consultation were to ensure
that all industry, community and government
stakeholders had the opportunity to make informed
submissions on the new bill.
The Bill has been refined to reflect the 322 received
submissions, of which, over half were made by
individuals . The four main areas are:
■■ Purpose of the Act - The results of the Public
consultation on the new Planning Bill 2015
introduced by the Palaszczuk government
have been released.
■■ Accountability measures – most of the
measures relate to notification periods,
publishing reasons for decisions on
development application, and ensuring
transparency at all levels of the planning
process
■■ Better schemes and systems – Providing clarity
of State and government agencies’ roles
within the planning process, and
■■ Dispute resolution - Reintroducing cost
provisions to help counter frivolous and
vexatious proceedings, and introducing
discretion to order costs against a person who
is the subject of an enforcement order.
Once introduced into the Legislative Assembly, the
draft Bills will navigate through the Parliamentary
Committee review process. More details at
www.dilgp.qld.gov.au

Australian Infrastructure Plan
Infrastructure Australia (IA) has released its first 15
year Australian Infrastructure Plan recommending
fundamental changes to the way we plan, fund,
deliver and use our infrastructure.
These changes are expected to deliver a $3000
benefit to the average Australian household by 2040.
Key reforms include the funding and operation of
transport infrastructure, completing the national
electricity market, improving the quality and
competitiveness of the water sector and delivering
a telecommunications market that responds to user
demand.
Alongside the Plan is IA's reinvigorated Infrastructure
Priority List which identifies 93 projects and initiatives.
The list reflects a consensus of submissions provided
from State and Territory governments, peak
bodies and the community, filtered through the
independent and objective lens of IA's Board.
Key investments in transport recommended in the
List include:
■■ New metro rail systems in Sydney, Melbourne
and Brisbane;
■■ Road and rail initiatives to bust urban
congestion in Perth; and
■■ Public transport improvements in Adelaide
and Canberra;
IA will update the Plan at least every five years,
and the Priority List regularly throughout each
year. For more information go to
www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au
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measuring congestion
The TomTom Traffic Index measures congestion on
the road networks of over 200 cities worldwide
The index uses GPS data from smartphones to
measure travel times across city network. By
comparing times at peak periods compared to
travel times in free flow conditions it is possible to
measure the relative increase in travel time at
peak times – i.e. congestion.

The index can be used to compare the level
of congestion across morning and evening
peaks and between highways and nonhighways.
Globally the evening peak is the worst time
of day for congestion a point not lost on any
of us driving home each night. There are,
however always people worse off than we
are. This map provides some context.

Sydney - (world rank 21)
Morning Peak
Evening Peak

66%
64%

Melbourne - (world rank 60)
Morning Peak
Evening Peak

52%
51%

Perth - (world rank 73)
Morning Peak
Evening Peak

46%
46%

Adelaide - (world rank 81)
Morning Peak
Evening Peak

45%
41%

Brisbane - (world rank 88)
Morning Peak
Evening Peak

43%
46%

source: www.tomtom.com
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GTA Consultants is one of
Australia’s largest specialist
transport consultancies with
8 offices across 6 states and
territories.
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Government.
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